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SUMMARY

Although convective thermal cloaking has been advanced significantly, themajor-
ity of related researches have concentrated on creeping viscous potential flows.
Here, we consider convective thermal cloaking works in non-creeping viscous po-
tential flows, and propose a combination of the separation of variables method
and the equivalent-medium integral method to analytically deduce the parame-
ters of convective thermal cloaks with isotropic-homogeneous dynamic viscos-
ity and thermal conductivity. Through numerical simulation, we demonstrate
the cloaks can hide the object from thermo-hydrodynamic fields. Besides, by
comparing the drag force cloaks bear in cloak case and the objects bear in ob-
ject-existent case, we find convective thermal cloaks can considerably reduce
the drag force, which appears drag-free characteristics. Finally, it is our hope
that these developed methods can reduce the difficulties of metadevices fabrica-
tions, promote the development of drag reduction technology under higher Rey-
nolds number, and shed light on the control of other multi-physics systems.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal cloaking has become key research issues in the development of modern military equipment and

facilities,1–4 such as aircrafts,5,6 armor vehicles,7,8 naval vessels,9,10 and among others. As these researches

involve the convective heat transfer closely, extending thermal cloaking from pure thermal conduction to

convective heat transfer has played a critical role in thermal fluid motion community, which has facilitated

the explorations in manipulating heat flux proactively as well.

Heat flux manipulation, a long-standing dream explored strenuously by numerous pioneers, has stepped

into a new period since the transformation optics11,12 developed into thermal field known as transformation

thermodynamics.13–15 Thereafter, various novel thermal metadevices have emerged, such as thermal

cloaks,16–19 thermal concentrators,20–22 thermal rotators,23–25 etc. Thermal cloaks, as their name implies,

can thermally hide an object while maintaining the original distributions of the external thermal fields

through regulating the thermal conductivity distributions. To validate the performances of thermal cloak

practically, abundant experiments24,26–31 have been conducted successfully via multiple artificial structures

and materials known as thermal metamaterials.32 The past decade has witnessed tremendous innovative

methods and progress about thermal metamaterials designing in the interests of achieving heat flux

manipulation, for example, combining copper or different alloy with polyurethane,26 PDMS,27 or polysty-

rene28 to satisfy the thermal conductivity required. Furthermore, studies concerning thermal invisibility

integrate with different functions like unconventional thermal cloak,33 adaptive thermal cloaking,34 omni-

directional camouflage device in thermal-electric field,35 and so forth have been advanced as well. More

profound researches about thermal metamaterials and metadevices can be found in the reviews.36,37

Although enormous progress has been achieved in thermal cloaking by heat conduction, heat transfer

problems dominated by heat convection38,39 have, however, been rarely studied in depth so far.

To overcome this challenge, numerous research studies have been carried out in hydrodynamic metama-

terials through transformation theory and Darcy’s law in porous media.40,41 On the basis of these studies,

a surge in hydrodynamic metamaterials investigations42–48 has emerged by virtue of transformation hydro-

dynamics,42,43,47,48 scattering cancellation method,44 convection-diffusion-balance method,45 coupling

electro-osmosis method,46 and so forth. More comprehensive investigations of hydrodynamic
iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s).
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metamaterials can be found in the review.49 These investigations have boosted the development of hydro-

dynamic metamaterials significantly, promoted the progress of drag reduction technology under creeping

viscous potential flows with Reynolds numbers approximately one,42 and paved the path for the extension

of thermal cloaking from pure thermal conduction to convective heat transfer as well.

On the basis of the research studies in thermal and hydrodynamic metamaterials, transformation heat

transfer has been proposed in porous media50,51 and nonporous media,52,53 respectively. Transformation

heat transfer, as its name indicates, can lay the foundation for manipulating heat flux and fluidmotion simul-

taneously. However, inhomogeneous or anisotropic parameters imposed from transformation theory have

challenged the metamaterial fabrications on experimental levels.

Fortunately, by converting the energy transports equation to the Laplace equation to solve the analytical

solution, convective cloaks composed of homogeneous and isotropic materials for creeping flows in

porous54 and for creeping viscous potential flows in nonporous media55 have recently been proposed to

hide the influence of both heat flux and velocity fields generated by the object, which immensely reduce

the experimental fabrication of thermal metamaterials. However, the pressure is almost physically indepen-

dent on the temperature under forced convective heat transfer, namely, it is the one-way coupling prob-

lem. This implies that forcing a nonlinear equation into a Laplace equation is generally applicable in

extreme circumstances.54–56 In addition, previous investigations generally focus on the performances of

convective thermal cloaks in creeping viscous potential flows, but related studies in non-creeping viscous

potential flows that weigh equally importantly in nature have not been intensively investigated.

To conquer these challenges, we have utilized the separation of variables method and proposed an equiv-

alent-medium integral method to analytically deduce the parameters of convective thermal cloaks with ho-

mogenous and isotropic dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity. The numerical simulations have

demonstrated that these convective thermal cloaks can hide objects by manipulating heat fluxes and ve-

locities for thermal non-creeping viscous potential flows. Besides, we have discovered these convective

thermal cloaks appear the drag-free characteristics at various Reynolds numbers, and this characteristic still

holds even the Reynolds number increases to 100.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The function of convective thermal cloaks should not be affected when the properties, especially the thermal

conductivity and heat source, of the hidden object alters. For this purpose, an adiabatic layer composed of

impermeable and adiabatic materials should be applied on the surface of the hidden object first. Conse-

quently, the design of the cloaking layer merely needs to counteract the convective heat transfer caused by

the adiabatic wall, regardless of the variations of the object’s parameters. As shown in Figure 1, the system

consists of the cloaking layer (R1 < r% R2, region III), the adiabatic layer (R0 < r < R1, region II), and the object

(0 < r < R0, region I). The convective thermal cloaks, the adiabatic layer, and the object are submerged in a

freestream (r > R2, region IV) steadily. The geometric size of the whole system is height (H) 3 width

(W)3 depth (D), herein,D denotes total depth of the systemalong Z axis. Considering the object and the adia-

batic layer are both impermeable to thermal fluid, we treat the hidden object and adiabatic layer as a whole.

To counteract the convective heat transfer caused by the adiabatic wall, we need to regulate the

dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of the convective thermal cloaks. The specific expression of dy-

namic viscosity and thermal conductivity of cloaking layer (R1 < r % R2, region III) are mc =
R2
2
�R2

1

R2
2
+R2

1

mb and

kc =
R2
2
+R2

1

R2
2
�R2

1

kb, respectively. Herein, symbols mb and kb represent the dynamic viscosity and thermal con-

ductivity of working flow in background (region IV). The detailed solution of dynamic viscosity and deduc-

tion of thermal conductivity are presented in STAR Methods.

To validate the convective thermal cloaks performances, computational simulations are conducted on the

basis of Equations 1, 2, and 3 in STARMethods using commercial software COMSOLMultiphysics. Because

the adiabatic layer, region II in Figure 1, is thermally insulated, impermeable and nonslip, the equivalent

perturbations of this layer to the exterior fields mathematically equal to that of an adiabatic, impermeable,

and nonslip wall located in r = R1 in computational domain. For simplification, we numerically remove the

adiabatic layer (region II) and the object (region I) (consider them as a whole), and replace them with an

adiabatic, impermeable, and nonslip wall in r = R1 in computational domain.
2 iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022



Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the convective thermal cloaks

Two-dimensional (2D) model with height (H) 3 width (W) = 2 cm3 2 cm, where R0 = 3.5 mm, R1 = 4 mm and R2 = 8 mm

represent the outer radius of the object, adiabatic layer, and cloaking layer of the convective thermal cloaks, respectively.
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According to the geometric sizes of the computational domain whereH3W 3D = 2cm3 2cm3 50um, it is

clear that D � W and H, with which the incoming flow can be perceived two-dimensional flow known as

Hele-Shaw flow.57,58 The whole system, as shown in Figure 1, subjects to left-to-right Dirichlet boundary con-

ditions with DT = 50K ðT2 > T1Þ. The incoming velocity of the freestream (region IV) is predetermined by

pressure gradient of Dp = 2Pa ðp2 > p1Þ in the x direction, and the surfaces of all solid walls in the domain

within y = G0.5H, z = G0.5D and r = R1 are dealt as adiabatic and nonslip boundary conditions. Related pa-

rameters used in numerical simulation, i.e., thermal properties of each region are presented in Table 1.

For clarity, the pure background flow is defined as background case, and object-existent case indicates the

object and the adiabatic layer exist in the flow. Cloak case denotes convective thermal cloaks are applied

on the object-existent case.

Prior to presenting the results of the cloak case, two comparison cases are introduced first. Figures 2A, 2D,

2B, and 2E demonstrate velocity and temperature fields of the background case and object-existent case,

respectively. When the object is absent, the streamlines, isobars, and isotherms appear as straight lines

(Figures 2A and 2D). As the object covered with an adiabatic layer is placed in the thermal fluid field, adia-

batic surface at the solid wall impedes the flow of fluid and heat flux, which distort the isobars, streamlines,

and isotherms outside the object (Figures 2B and 2E).

In Figures 2C and 2F, when the convective thermal cloaks are applied, the incoming fluid flow and heat

flux are guided by the cloaks with higher velocity to counteract interference from objects covered

with an adiabatic layer. In so doing, the disturbed velocity and temperature fields outward of the cloaks

eventually restore, which appears exactly identical with velocity and temperature profiles of the back-

ground case.

In order to check the velocity and temperature differences between the cloak case and background case,

we present the differences of velocity and temperature profiles by the cloak case subtracting those of the

background case, (Figures 3A and 3B). Overall, the differences outside the cloaks tend to be zero.
Table 1. Thermal properties of each region in convective thermal cloaks

cp½J =ðkg $KÞ� r½kg =m3� m½Pa $s� k½W =ðm $KÞ�
Adiabatic layer in r = R1 (regions I and II) N/A 0

Background (water, region IV) 4179 997.1 10� 3 0.613

Cloaking layer (region III) 4179 997.1 63 10� 4 1.0217

iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022 3



Figure 2. Velocity and temperature distributions

Velocity profiles superimposed with streamlines (black color) and isobars (white color). Temperature profiles

superimposed with isotherms (black color).

(A–C) Temperature distributions of the background case, object-existent case, and cloak case.

(D–F) Velocity distributions of the background case, object-existent case, and cloak case.
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To further quantitatively examine the validity of the convective thermal cloaks, the velocity distributions versus

y/R2 at x = 0, x =� 1
4 W, and x =� 9

20 W are presented in Figure 3C, as well as temperature distributions versus

x/R2 at y = 0, y = 1
4 H, and y = 9

20 H in Figure 3D. Both distributions outside cloaks (jy =R2jR 1 or jx =R2 jR 1)

appear invariant in conformity with those in the background case (black lines), proving the cloaks manage to

eliminate the perturbations. Namely, the object submerged in the thermal fluid cannot be detected thermally

and hydrodynamically.

Because forces work against each other, an object moves in a thermal flow field without disturbing the sur-

rounding velocity fields and temperature fields, suggesting that the object probably is not subjected to

drag forces when it becomes cloaking.

To quantitatively analyze the drag forces on the object and on the object wrapped with the cloak, we pre-

sent their drag forces and drag reduction effects at various Reynolds numbers in Figure 4. Herein, Reynolds

number can be defined as Re = rUinD
m

, where r; Uin, and m represent the density, inlet velocity, and dynamic

viscosity of the fluid, and D denotes the total depth of the system along the Z axis.

In this paper, Drag forces are calculated based on formula43 of Fd =
RR

S

n
m
h�

vu
vy +

vv
vx

�
+ 2 vu

vx +�
vu
vz +

vw
vx

�i
+px

o
dS, where m is the dynamic viscosity of water at room temperature, px is the pressure

applied on X axis, and u , v, and w are velocity components in x, y, and z direction, respectively. S is the

surface area of the adiabatic layer for the object-existent case, and that of cloaks for the cloak case.

Since the fluid flows across the walls of the channel itself generating a drag force, we consider the back-

ground case as a reference point. Figure 4A presents the variation of the relative drag force with Re

for the object-existent case and cloak case. Figure 4B shows the drag reduction effect that is calculated

by formula ðFo -- Fc Þ
Fo

3 100%, where Fo and Fc signify the drag force that the object and the object covering

the cloak bear, respectively. It is noteworthy that the drag reduction effect is above 98%, representing
4 iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022



Figure 3. Comparisons of velocity and temperature distributions between the background case and cloak case

Velocity and temperature distributions of the background case with the black dashed lines are chosen as the references.

(A and B) Velocity and temperature differences between the cloak case and background case.

(C) Velocity distributions of the cloak case versus y / R2 at x = 0, x = � 1
4 W, and x = � 9

20 W.

(D) Temperature distributions of the cloak case versus x / R2 at y = 0, y = 1
4 H, and y = 9

20 H.
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the vast majority of the drag force is eliminated, in spite of the increase of Reynolds numbers, even it

increases to 100. Comparing with the previous study42 that the nearly zero-drag effect holds where

the Reynolds number is around one, our cloaks manage to increase the Reynolds number approximate

100 times. Namely, these convective thermal cloaks have tremendous potential in drag reduction effect

under higher Reynolds numbers.

To further compare the performances of our cloaks with other convective thermal cloaks, we present the

cloaking performance of three cloaks, i.e., ten-layer anisotropic-homogeneous (AH) convective thermal

cloaks52 (Figures 5C and 5F), anisotropic-inhomogeneous (AI) convective thermal cloaks52 (Figures 5D

and 5G), and isotropic-homogeneous (IH) cloaks (Figures 5E and 5H).
Figure 4. Drag force and drag reduction effect

(A) Drag force that the objects bear in the object-existent case and cloak case.

(B) Drag reduction effect of convective thermal cloaks at various Reynolds numbers.

iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022 5



Figure 5. Velocity and temperature distributions for three different convective thermal cloaks

Velocity profiles superimposed with streamlines (black color) and isobars (white color). Temperature profiles

superimposed with isotherms (black color).

(A) Velocity distributions versus y / R2 at x = � 1
4W for three different cloaks.

(B) Temperature distributions versus x / R2 at y = 1
4H for three different cloaks.

(C and F) Velocity and temperature distributions contours for ten-layer anisotropic-homogeneous (AH) convective

thermal cloaks.

(D and G) Velocity and temperature distributions contours for anisotropic-inhomogeneous (AI) convective thermal cloaks.

(E and H) Velocity and temperature distributions contours for isotropic-homogeneous (IH) cloaks proposed in this letter.
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As a fair comparison, AI cloaks and AH cloaks are modeled the same geometric size as IH cloaks.

Considering that the former two cloaks are designed in creeping viscous potential flows, the

incoming flowing are simplified as Stokes flow where IH cloaks still work well. Inlet velocity is

predetermined by Dp = 2 Pa ðp2 > p1Þ, and other boundary conditions match the previous ones

identically.

It seems that perturbations are eliminated by cloaks with demonstration in Figures 5C–5H. To further

compare these three cloaks quantitatively, velocity distributions versus y/R2 at x = � 1
4W and temperature

distributions versus x/R2 at y =
1
4H are presented in Figures 5A and 5B. In spite of the differences inside the

cloaks, the distributions outside of the three cloaks appear invariant in conformity with those in the back-

ground (black lines), signifying all of them manage to eliminate the distortions for thermo-hydrodynamic

fields. However, when it comes to experimental realization, IH cloaks prevail over AI cloaks and AH cloaks

benefited from its isotropic-homogeneous parameters, dynamic viscosity, and thermal conductivity,

required.

Conclusions

By utilizing the separation of variables method and equivalent-medium integral method, convective ther-

mal cloaks with homogenous and isotropic dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity are designed. Based

on numerical simulation, we demonstrate convective thermal cloaks can manipulate thermal and
6 iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022
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hydrodynamic fields simultaneously for non-creeping viscous potential flows and significantly prevent the

interplay between the hidden object and exterior fields through quantitative analyses. In addition, we

discover our cloaks appear the drag-free characteristics at various Reynolds numbers. Finally, by

comparing with different convective thermal cloaks based on transformation heat transfer, we find out

that the cloaks proposed in this study also have excellent manipulation on heat flux and fluid flow. Our

investigationmay considerably reduce the difficulties of cloak fabrications and lay foundation for the devel-

opment of drag reduction technology under higher Reynolds numbers.

Limitation of the study

Although we have successfully demonstrated our cloaks through numerical simulations, our cloaks still

possess limitations. First, the simultaneous manipulations of the thermal conductivity and the dynamic vis-

cosity of the cloaks are filled with enormous challenges experimentally. Second, our cloaks are only effec-

tive at a moderate range of Reynolds numbers and are not applicable at higher Reynolds numbers or even

turbulent circumstances, which are mainly influenced by the convective term in momentum transport equa-

tion. If in the future we can provide external fields on this basis to control the effects produced by the

convective term, it may help us to promote the convective thermal cloaks to higher Reynolds number fields.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Our study does not use experimental models typical in the life sciences.

METHOD DETAILS

Isotropic and homogeneous dynamic viscosity of convective thermal cloaks

For steady-state incompressible flow without the influence of body forces, continuum equations governing

continuity, momentum transport, and energy transports can be written as

V $ u = 0 (Equation 1)
ru $Vu+ Vp = mV2u (Equation 2)
rcpu $VT = kV2T (Equation 3)

where u; p and T are velocity, pressure and temperature respectively. Symbols r, m, cp and k signify the den-

sity, dynamic viscosity, heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively.

In light of the continuity equation andmomentum equation are almost independent on temperature under

forced convective heat transfer, which can be treated as the one-way coupling problem. Furthermore, heat

flows can bemanipulated via regulating dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity in cloaking layer. Based

on above two arguments, we first solve the continuity and momentum equations to obtain the dynamic

viscosity. Then, thermal conductivity is deduced by virtue of the connections among velocity, dynamic vis-

cosity and thermal conductivity in momentum and energy transports equations.

In the previous hydrodynamic cloaks,45 under irrotational-flow idealization, Equations 1 and 2 can be trans-

formed into the Laplace equations as

V $V4 = 0 (Equation 4)
V $V
�
m� 1VE

�
= 0 (Equation 5)
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where 4 denotes the velocity potential meets u = V4, and E = 1
2 r

���uj2 +p. The term 1
2 r

���uj2 in E = 1
2 r

���uj2 +
pderives from the nonlinear convective term u$Vuwhose unit can be expressed as mechanical energy den-

sity (J/m3). Further, Equations 4 and 5 can be unified into Equation 6, which bears the Laplace-equation

form. Therefore, an analytical solution can be obtained45 by separating variables.28,59

V$ðxVQÞ = 0 (Equation 6)

where x = ð1;m� 1Þ, Q = ð4; EÞ:

The analytic solution of the Equation 6, V$ðxVQÞ = 0, under cylindrical coordinate can be generally written

as Equation 7.

Qi = Ai
0 +Bi

0lnr+
XN
m = 0

�
Ai

m sinðmqÞ + Bi
m cosðmqÞ�rm +

XN
m = 0

�
Ci

m sinðmqÞ + Di
m cosðmqÞ�r�m

(Equation 7)

where Ai
0; Bi

0; A
i
m; B

i
m; C

i
m; and Di

mði = I; II; III; IVÞ represent the coefficients determined by the specific

boundary conditions.

According to the physical fields investigated in our research, and considering the corresponding boundary

conditions constraints and finiteness of the computational domain, Equation 7 can be simplified as

Equation 8.

Qi = Ai
0 + Bi

1rcosq+Ci
1r

� 1cosq (Equation 8)

The Qi in Equations 7 and 8 signifies the solution in each region, i = I and II denote the object coated

with adiabatic layer (0 < r % R1), i = III denotes cloaking layer (R1 < r % R2), and i = IV represents free-

stream region (r > R2), respectively. Mathematically, the continuity condition in each interface can be

expressed as

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

QI;II

��
r = R1

= QIIIjr = R1

QIIIjr = R2
= QIVjr = R2

xI;II
vQI;II

vr

����
r = R1

= xIII
vQIII

vr

����
r = R1

xIII
vQIII

vr

����
r = R2

= xIV
vQIV

vr

����
r = R2

(Equation 9)

By substituting Equations 8 into 9, the connection among the dynamic viscosity of different regions can be

obtained as

mh =
mc$
�
R2

2ðmb � mcÞ+ ðmb +mcÞR1
2
�

ðmb +mcÞR1
2 � R2

2ðmb � mcÞ
; (Equation 10)

where mb and mc signify the viscosity of fluid in background and cloaking layer of convective

thermal cloaks, mh represents the effective viscosity of the object coated with the adiabatic layer

(hidden object), R1 and R2 represent the outer radius of the adiabatic layer and cloaking layer,

respectively.

Obviously, one of these three parameters is interdependent on the rest, namely, mc can be determined

when mb and mh are given. In our research, setting water as the working fluid with viscosity mb = 1 mPa$ s

and density r = 997 kg/m3 under room temperature. Because solid wall is generally treated as nonslip

wall, mh can be treated as the infinity. Accordingly, on the basis of Equation 10, the viscosity of the convec-

tive thermal cloaks can be presented as

mc =
R2
2 � R2

1

R2
2 +R2

1

mb R1 < r% R2 (Equation 11)

According to Equation 11, the value of mc merely relates to R1, R2 and mb, not to the spatial coordinates,

which is identical to the expression for the dynamic viscosity of the cloak in reference.45
iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022 11
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This consistency reflects the validity of Equation 10 when considering the nonslip wall of the object.

Through the above derivation, the homogenous and isotropic dynamic viscosity has been obtained, and

only the thermal conductivity of the cloaks is left to be deduced.
Isotropic and homogeneous thermal conductivity of convective thermal cloaks

To deduce the thermal conductivity of convective thermal cloaks, we utilize the connections among veloc-

ity, dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity in momentum and energy transports equations. For clarity,

the pure background flow is defined as background case, and object-existent case indicates the object and

the adiabatic layer exist in the flow. Cloak case denotes convective thermal cloaks are applied on the

object-existent case.

As stated above, forced convective heat transfer can be treated as the one-way coupling problem, due to

the nearly complete independence of continuity equation and momentum equation on temperature.

Moreover, because the relationship of the dynamic viscosity between the background case and the cloak

case (Equation 11) has been settled, we will be able to further find the relationship between the velocity and

the dynamic viscosity.

According to the geometric sizes where D � W and H, the incoming flow can be perceived two-dimen-

sional one known as Hele-Shaw flow.57,58 Therefore, the global average velocity distributions of the back-

ground case can be expressed as60,61

u1 = � D2

12m1

dp1

dx
(Equation 12)

where m1; u1 and p1 denote dynamic viscosity, velocity and pressure. SymbolD represents total depth of the

system along Z-axis.

For the cloak case, with respect to velocity u2 inside the convective thermal cloaks, it varies with space, and

whether it follows the Hele-Shaw flow pattern remains uncertain. Thus, we analyze the flow states in the pe-

ripheral area of convective thermal cloaks, namely, region IV at first. Comparing the flow patterns between

the background case and cloak case, it should be claimed that the flow states in region IV of both cases

must be identical, because velocity differences in region IV of the cloak case have been eliminated by regu-

lating the dynamic viscosity of cloaking layer. Therefore, the effective flow states of regions I, II, III in the

cloak case should follow the Hele-Shaw flow pattern to satisfy the region IV to preserve the Hele-Shaw

flow pattern. Ulteriorly, on account of the velocity of regions I, II in cloak case equal zero and cylindrical

objects are symmetric on the X-axis, the effective average velocity distributions of the cloak case in regions

I, II, III can be represented by that in region III, and is expressed as60,61

u2; eff = � D2

12m2

dp2; eff

dx
(Equation 13)

where m2, u2; eff and p2; eff denote dynamic viscosity, effective velocity and pressure. Symbol D represent

the total depth of the system along Z-axis.

Here, what should be pointed out is that the term dp1

dx in regions I, II, III in Equation 12 and term
dp2; eff

dx in Equa-

tion 13 are identical, since the overall flow states of regions I, II, III between the background case and cloak

case conform with each other. From Equations 12 and 13, the connections between velocity and dynamic

viscosity can be concluded as

u1

u2;eff
=

m2

m1

(Equation 14)

The above demonstrates the connections between velocity and dynamic viscosity through analyzing mo-

mentum equation, but thermal conductivity in energy transports equation has not been involved yet.

Thus, we will analyze the energy transports equation. In fact, for the one-way coupled forced convective

heat transfer, the convective heat transfer of the fluid is influenced by regulating the velocity affecting

the momentum transport of the fluid. Therefore, there must be a connection between velocity and thermal

conductivity. To find this connection, we first analyze the energy transports equation, which is shown in

Equation 15, of the cloak case to obtain the thermal conductivity of convective thermal cloaks. Considering

energy transported in regions I, II, III must obey the energy conservation law, we adopt the integral form of
12 iScience 25, 105461, November 18, 2022
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energy transports equation in these regions. Besides, regions I, II in the cloak case are impermeable and

adiabatic, then energy transported in these three regions can be represented by that of region III. Hence,

this treatment is tentatively named ‘‘equivalent-medium integral method’’.

rcp

ZZ 	
u2;eff

vT2;eff

vx
+ v2;eff

vT2;eff

vy



dUIII =

ZZ
k2;eff

 
v2T2;eff

vx2
+
v2T2;eff

vy2

!
dUIII (Equation 15)

where u2;eff , v2;eff and T2;eff represent the effective velocity components and temperature in region III. Sym-

bols r, cp and k2;eff signify the density, heat capacity and effective thermal conductivity respectively. In light

of the fact that the whole thermal and flow fields are symmetric along the X-axis and the object is covered

by impermeable adiabatic layer, terms
RR

v2;eff
vT2;eff

vy dUIII and
RR v2T2;eff

vy2
dUIII in Equation 15 equal zero, and

effective thermal conductivity k2;eff and effective velocity u2eff are constant, Equation 15 can be further

simplified as

rcpu2;eff

ZZ
vT2;eff

vx
dUIII = k2

ZZ  
v2T2;eff

vx2

!
dUIII (Equation 16)

Here, T2;eff denotes the general temperature distributions of the region III in cloak case, which is similar to

the role of u2; eff in momentum equation. To ensure the temperature distributions outside region III is un-

disturbed, the temperature distributions of the cloak case and the background case should be compared.

Similarly, the whole thermal and flow fields are symmetric on the X-axis, thus components along Y-axis such

as
RR

v1
vT1
vy dUI;II;III and

RR
v2T1
vy2

dUI;II;III are cancelled. Consequently, the analyses of energy transports equation

in the background case are performed next.

rcpu1

ZZ
vT1

vx
dUI;II;III = k1

ZZ
v2T1

vx2
dUI;II;III (Equation 17)

Equation 17 expresses the energy transports of the background case in regions I, II, III. Where u1 and T1

represent the velocity and temperature respectively. Symbols r, cp and k1 signify the density, heat capacity

and thermal conductivity, respectively.

What should be noted is, once again, that the precondition for the consistent temperature distributions

outside region III in both cases is the global temperature distributions in regions I, II, III should be identical

in both cases. Namely, term
RR vT2;eff

vx dUIII in Equation 16, and term
RR

vT1
vx dUI;II;III in Equation 17 equals to each

other. Likewise,
RR v2T2;eff

vx2
dUIII in Equation 16 and

RR
v2T1

vx2
dUI;II;III in Equation 17 are equivalent.

Accordingly, by comparing Equations 16 and 17, we obtain

u1

u2;eff
=

k1
k2

(Equation 18)

According to Equation 18, we know that the cloaking function is achieved by the interrelationship of the

velocity and the thermal conductivity.

Up to now, the correlations between velocity and dynamic viscosity Equation 14, and that between velocity

and thermal conductivity Equation 18 are obtained. Eventually, bridged by velocity in the background case

and cloak case, the relationship between thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity can be obtained as

below.

k1
k2

=
m2

m1

(Equation 19)

Therefore, specific expression for thermal conductivity of convective thermal cloaks can be achieved comb-

ing Equations 11 and 19, and is expressed as Equation 20. For the sake of understandability, the subscript

of k2 is replaced with the initials of ‘‘cloak’’ (kc ), the subscript of k1 is replaced with the initials of ‘‘back-

ground’’ (kb).

kc =
R2
2 +R2

1

R2
2 � R2

1

kb R1 < r% R2 (Equation 20)
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Instead of spatial coordinates, it is thermal conductivity of working flow kb and geometric parameters R1

and R2 that determine the cloaks’ thermal conductivity kc . Namely, thermal conductivity of cloaks is

isotropic and homogenous as well.

It is noteworthy that the results of Equation 20 are coincident with those in study28 for the thermal conduc-

tive cloak. This can be comprehended from following perspectives. Under forced convective heat transfer,

thermal energy is transported by thermal conduction and thermal convection simultaneously. In Hele-Shaw

flows, the convection has already been manipulated by regulating dynamic viscosity. Hence, the energy

transported by thermal convection, influenced by fluid motion, is regulated correspondingly (namely the

part of the convection cloaking is achieved), and only thermal conduction part in convective heat transfer

left to be solved. Therefore, the thermal conductivity of our cloak is in accord with study28 when applying an

impermeable adiabatic layer around the hidden object.

To summarize, Equations 11 and 20 represent the parameters of the convective thermal cloak that couple

thermal convection and thermal conduction, by which we can realize the cloaking of the object in the tem-

perature and velocity fields. Through these two parameters, we can know that the convective thermal cloak

regresses to a hydrodynamic cloak45 when heat transfer is not considered, and the thermal convective cloak

regresses to a thermal conductive cloak28 when convection is not considered.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Our study does not include quantification or statistical analysis.
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